
                                                

                                                        RESOURCE LIST

  

1.      Mornings in Jenin ( a novel) by Susan Abulhawa-
       A story of a multi -generational Palestinian family displaced from their village in the           
formation of  Israel in 1948.

 
2. Apeirogon   ( a novel)   by Colum McCann 

The author crosses centuries and continents, stitching time, art, history, natire and politics 
into a tapestry of friendship, love, loss and belonging.

3. Occupied With Non -Violence ( an autobiography) by Jean Zaru
                  Ms. Zaru is a long time  Palestinian activist and Quaker leader from Ramallah who brings    
home the pain and central convictions that animate Christian non-violence and activity.

4. The General's Son ( an autobiography)  by Miko Peled
This is an eye-opening book by the son of an Isreali general that chronicles the opening 
of his eyes to the injustices endured by the Palestinians, transforming him into an 
activist for human rights and peace between Isrealis and Palestinians.

      

5. Kingdoms of Olives and Ash-  Writers Confront the Occupation. Edited by Michael Chabon
and Ayelet Waldman
Renowned novelists and essayists team up with Israeli NGO Breaking the Silence(former 
Israeli soldiers who served in the occupied West bank) to tell the stories of people on the 
ground. 

    
6. I Shall Not Hate      (an autobiography ) Izzeldin Abuelaish

A Gaza Doctor's journey on the road to peace and  human dignity.”:>?
   

7. The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine- by Ilan Pappe
An authoritative account of an historic event,the establishment of Israel , which 
continues to shape our  world today and drives the conflict in the Middle East.

8. A Palestinain Christian Cry for Reconciliation by Naim Ateek
The book strikes at the heart of the conflict and addresses the major obstacles to peaceIt 
seeks to engage, challenge  and educate readers regardless of what side of the conflict 
they  take.

          
      . 

Film Resources
1. The Present- a short film( about 25 minutes )  which tells the story of a Palestinian man and his 

daughter 's events as he attempts to purchase a gift for his wife.    Available on Netflix
      2.   The Village Beneath the Forest a documentary made by a South African of Palestinian descent. 
She traces  the origin and loss of her family's village at the time of the  formation of Israel. 



  
                                                           Organizations

1. UNJPPI-a network working towards the goal of a just peace in Palestine and Israel .
2. Canadians for Peace and Justice in the Middle East-the mission is to enable Canadians of all 

backgrounds to promote justice, development and peace in the Middle East and here at home in 
Canada

3. Independent Jewish Voices- an organization that represents Canadian Jews who have a strong 
committment to social justice and universal human rights.

4. Military Court Watch- believes that all childrendetained by the Israeli military have a right to 
all the rights and protections guaranteed under international law.

5. B'Tselem-a non-profit organization which documents  human rights violations in the occupied 
territories.

6. Machsom Watch-(checkpoint watch) a group of Israeli women who monitor and document the 
conduct ofsoldiers and police at checkpoints in the West Bank

                                             


